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From speech role to social role: Judge’s
negotiating and controlling in criminal
trials in China
Zhang Ranran
Abstract
In this paper we explore judge’s social roles in criminal trials in China based on the
speech roles assigned to them when they interact with other parties. negotiation, a
system in Martin’s discourse semantics for conversational analysis, is the descriptive
framework used in this study. The analysis indicates that most of the judge’s moves
are informative, however, they are endowed with performative effect caused by the
highly institutionalized context. Judge’s discourse in Chinese courtroom is characterized by what is known as ‘linguistic service’, discursively reflected as the conflation
of knowledge move and action move. When the conflation is related to the trial’s
staging structures, it predicts discourse within other fields, involving legal rights or
responsibilities, legal facts, personal information, among others. In addition to move
conflation, another two features are noted in judge’s discourse – move change and
move ellipsis. We conclude that the exchange patterns in judge’s discourse suggest
three types of social role taken by the judge in criminal courts in China: courtroom
texturing, discourse controlling and knowledge building.
Keywords: judge’s discourse; negotiation; move; speech role; social role

Introduction
As an interface between linguistics and law (Olsson, 2004, 2008; Coulthard
and Johnson, 2007, 2010), forensic linguistics applies linguistic knowledge
to the analysis of language use in legal setting, such as legislation, court
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proceedings, police questioning, social justice issues emerging from the written and spoken language of the law, legal translation and interpreting (Gibbons and Turell, 2008: 1). This paper explores the language used in Chinese
courtrooms, more specifically the language of judges who take the responsibility of judicial interpretation and adoption.
Solan (1993) raises the collective consciousness about grammar-based
legal arguments. This leads linguists to take his cue and leap into the legal
arena, then stimulate the interdisciplinary study in linguistics and the law
(Hoffman, 1996). While Solan starts his study with what judges consider for
the preferred result, it is hard to see what is in a judge’s mind, as he states ‘it
is not entirely clear what cause some to prefer one reading over the other’
(Solan, 1993: 61). His assumption that judges disingenuously employ linguistic analysis to mask their real personal or political motives raises queries as to
whether judges actually have linguistic knowledge (Hoffman, 1996). Tiersma
(1993) seems to hold a similar idea with Solan (1993, 1995). He employs different examples in his study to underline that judges are often engaged in various types of linguistic analysis.
It is hard for researchers to know whether judges make use of linguistic knowledge in their analysis unless the researcher has an interview with
the judge or the researcher is the judge himself. An alternative perspective starting from judges’ saying rather than thinking is widely adopted, in
which attention is given to a comprehensive description and interpretation of
judges’ discourse. Heffer (2005) makes a corpus-based exploratory analysis
of legal-lay discourse. He argues the nature of legal-lay discourse is indicated
by a strategic tension between two different modes of viewing the trial, as
crime narrative or legal argument. By focusing on judges’ language directing
the jury at the end of the trial and before their deliberations, he proposes the
legal profession should be taken into consideration for the comprehensibility
of jury instruction, to see jury instruction as an ongoing process of communication rather than a legal text (Heffer, 2008). Apart from jury instruction,
judges’ summation and intervention in witness examination also arouse
great interest for researchers (Forrester, 2014; Ng, 2015). Instead of spoken
discourse, Finegan (2010) explores the written opinions from the Supreme
Court of the United States, in particular adverbial expressions of judicial
attitude and emphasis, and suggests that judges’ opinions can be revealed
through those attitudinal adverbs and adverbials.
Studies concerning judges’ language do not only pertain to the micro-level
descriptions. The more abstract level of ideological stances or power relations reflected in discourse also receives much attention (Philips, 1998; Segal
and Spaeth, 2002; Tracy, 2009; Shi, 2011, 2014; Cheng, 2012; Leung, 2012;
Tracy and Parks, 2012). The judge does not necessarily serve as a linguist in
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the courtroom, however, it is true that the linguistic knowledge may benefit courtroom trials. It is possible for linguists to serve as expert witnesses
on some occasions. Linguistic evidence, no matter phonetic, lexicographic,
syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic, discoursal, corpus linguistic, in particular
cases can assist the judge and the jury (Coulthard and Johnson, 2007, 2010).
With the development of legal discourse analysis, Chinese linguists also
carry forward their research in the field of judges’ discourse, including
judges’ psychological schema (Zhang, 2005), discourse resources and discourse power (Lv, 2006), ideologies and power relations (Shi, 2011, 2014), and
the written judgment (Cheng, 2012; Han, 2012).
As what we have referred to, judges’ discourse can be inquired from different aspects and with different approaches such as corpus, pragmatic, psychological, and critical. The above studies mostly focus on the linguistic features
of what judges say, although some notice the dynamic interactional discourse
features and employ the ideas of turn-taking and adjacency pair (Sacks,
Schegloff, and Jefferson, 1974). These conversational analyses emphasize the
formal or structural property such as turn length, turn component, without
paying attention to the turn’s assigned speech function/role, on which the
negotiation system in Systemic Functional Linguistics (hereafter SFL) shed
light. negotiation, a discourse semantic system, deals with the interaction
between speakers, concentrating on speech role and move sequence. It has
been applied in the contexts such as classroom (Rose, 2004; Martin and Rose,
2007) and service encounter (Ventola, 1987), but rarely in the legal courtroom setting, despite its use for the interpretation of youth justice conferencing as a kind of pedagogic discourse in Australia (Martin, Zappavigna, and
Dwyer, 2009, Martin and Zappavigna, this issue).
Being a kind of institutional discourse, judges’ discourse realizes certain
social institutional roles, which are linguistically reflected from the speech
roles taken by them in the exchange. Following the framework of negotiation, this paper tries to examine the patterns of judges’ speech roles when
interacting with other parties in Chinese criminal trials with authentic data,
from which the discursive construction of judges’ social roles in this institutionalized context is observed and interpreted.

About negotiation: A discourse semantic system
negotiation is one of the discourse semantic systems, concerned with ‘interaction as an exchange between speakers’ (Martin and Rose, 2007: 17). For a
better understanding of negotiation, we need to refer to another semantic system speech function, which is to ‘explore the relationship between
moves and their realization in grammar’ (Martin and Rose, 2007: 252).
According to Martin and Rose (2007: 224–226), there are totally 13 types of
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speech function: exclamation, greeting, response to greeting, call, response
to call, statement, acknowledgment, question, answer, offer, acceptance, command, compliance. The latter eight types are the heart of speech function discussed in great detail by Halliday (1994, 2004). Both speech function and
negotiation fall into the category of semantics. However, negotiation is a
discourse semantic system above speech function for it handles the problem of sequencing moves and allows exchanges with one to five moves rather
than only two moves.
Exchange in negotiation has the distinction of action exchange and
knowledge exchange with respect to what is negotiated: when goods-andservices are negotiated, it is action exchange; when information is negotiated,
it is knowledge exchange. Following Martin’s framework (Martin and Rose,
2007; Martin, Zappavigna, and Dwyer, 2009), the general structure potential
for action exchange is:
((dA1) ^ A2) ^ A1 ^ (A2f ^(A1f))
Parentheses mean optional moves; ‘^’ means followed by; A1 is the primary actor who offers the goods-and-services; A2 is the secondary actor
who receives the relevant good or service; ‘d’ stands for ‘delay’; ‘f’ stands for
‘follow up’. The same possibilities are found for knowledge exchange, with A1
and A2 to be replaced by K1 and K2:
((dK1) ^ K2) ^ K1 ^ (K2f ^(K1f))
Analogously, K1 refers to the primary knower who is in an authoritative position to adjudicate or provide information, K2 the secondary knower who
receives the information.
It is noted that each exchange consists of one obligatory move, the A1 move
in action exchange and the K1 move in knowledge exchange. In addition to
the smoothly unfolding moves in an exchange (action or knowledge), there
is the possibility of interrupting moves, like tracking move and challenging
move (Martin and Rose, 2007: 241–245). Tracking is to clarify in some way
the ideational content of what is being negotiated; Challenging is to resist in
some way the interpersonal thrust of an exchange. Owing to their function
of clarifying or resisting, they do not have an independent status. Both have
to rely on other moves within the same exchange.
Generally, negotiation is concerned with interaction as an exchange
between speakers, specifically how they adopt and assign roles to each other
in dialogue and how their moves are organized in relation to one another
(Martin and Rose, 2007: 219). Therefore, it offers us a language resource with
three intersecting systems – the way the exchange is initiated, by the primary
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or the secondary knower/actor; the exchange type, action or knowledge; and
whether the exchange allows for follow-up moves.

Coding conventions and data
In relation to the distinction between knowledge exchange and action exchange, a coding convention is clarified for the analysis, covering some basic
moves in the exchange structure (see Table 1).
Table 1: Move and its assigned speech role in exchanges
Move

Speech role

A1

primary actor

A2

secondary actor

K1

primary knower

K2

secondary knower

f

secondary/primary knower/actor follow up

tr

track

rtr

response to track

ch

challenge

rch

response to challenge

Two special codes are also involved in the analysis：
‘()’: move ellipsis
‘/’: one move is conflated with another

The data used in this paper are taken from an authentic criminal trial in
China, accessible on the web of Chinese public trial (http://tingshen.court.gov.
cn). Praat is used to transcribe the data manually. According to the recorded
data, four parties are involved in the trial, namely the judge, two prosecutors, two defendants and their respective defense lawyers (defenders). The two
defendants Tang and Yu were prosecuted for dangerous driving in the trial.
The language used by the judge during the trial is our research object.

Judge’s negotiation in Chinese criminal trial
Applying negotiation system, this section explores the linguistic features
of negotiation in the judge’s discourse. The analysis reveals speech roles
assigned to the judge roughly range from K1, K2, K2f, to A1, A2, A2f, and
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sometimes the interrupting moves of tracking (tr) and challenging (ch) are
also involved. From a global point of view, the judge is observed to be always
the initiator of an exchange. In addition to this prominent feature, another
three negotiation patterns that differentiate the judge’s discourse from everyday conversation are found in this paper.
Knowledge move conflated with action move
First of all, the moves in exchanges are realized congruently or metaphorically by mood choices in the grammatical system of mood.
Example (1):
法警, 给他调整一下话筒 fa jing, gei ta tiao zheng yi xia hua tong
Bailiff, adjust the microphone for him.

Example (1) is what the judge says to the bailiff. It is in the imperative mood
and is related to the semantic meaning of command, congruently realizing
A2 move of action exchange. Followed by the bailiff’s non-verbal A1 move,
(judge’s) A2 ^ (bailiff’s) A1 forms a complete sequence of action exchange. It
is common for action exchange to be regulative, to demand or offer goodsand-services. In fact it is noticed that many knowledge moves in the judge’s
speech also have such a regulative effect, i.e., performing services.
Example (2):
下面进行法庭调查 xia mian jin xing fa ting diao cha
Next is the court investigation.

What makes it different from example (1) is that example (2) is spoken by the
judge to inform his potential interlocutor in declarative. Its detailed interpersonal analysis from grammar to discourse semantics is as follows:
Example

Mood

Speech function

Move

(2)

Declarative

statement

K1

Example (2) is a statement from the perspective of speech function, but it
is not paired with a verbal acknowledgment in the interaction. If we render
its expected response, it should be either verbally ‘好hao Okay’, or non-verbally a nodding, which seems to happen more often in goods-and-services
exchange than in information exchange. This observation corresponds to
what Ventola (1987) calls ‘linguistic service’ in the context of service encounter, referring to the phenomenon that giving information is seen as a kind of
service performed via language. In her research, she emphasizes although
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it is suggested that please, okay, and thanks can be used to test speech functions (Martin, 1981; Martin and Rose, 2007: 227), in the service encounter
texts, okay frequently occurs as a response to a statement, resulting from the
fact that in service encounters giving information is treated as a ‘linguistic
service’ (Ventola, 1987: 90). To handle this specific situation, she suggests a
double-coding exchange in which a knowledge exchange is conflated with an
action exchange (Table 2).
Table 2: Linguistic service in Ventola’s example (1987: 117)
Knowledge exchange

Discourse

Action exchange

K2

What’ s the time please?

A2

K1

Two thirty.

A1

K2f

Okay, thanks.

A2f

Ventola (1987: 117) also points out how expansive linguistic service is in
various genres needs to be explored. Our analysis indicates in the legal context of Chinese criminal trials, a genre that is quite different from service
encounter, linguistic service is found in judges’ discourse with a high frequency and diverse forms.
For example in (2), when the judge is giving the information that now is
the time for court investigation, because of its potential response his action of
informing is foregrounded compared to what is informed. That is, in (2) K1
move is conflated with A1 move, which engenders a rhetoric effect of ‘saying
is doing’.
Example (3):
法官fa guan
(Judge)：
		

K2/A2

K1/A1

辩护人bian hu ren
(Defender):

K2f/A2f 法官fa guan
(Judge):

辩护人, 是否收到了起诉书副本
bian hu ren, shi fou shou dao le qi su shu fu ben
Defender, have you received the indictment copy?
收到了shou dao le Yes, I have.

嗯 en Okay.

The linguistic service showed in (3) is same with Ventola’s (Table 2), with a
regulative effect of ‘what I want you to do now is to tell me …’. It is initiated
with the judge’s move, which is a conflation of K2/A2.
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In this way, two forms of conflation related to linguistic service are found
in the judge’s discourse, K2/A2 and K1/A1. With K2/A2, the judge is the negotiation initiator to demand information from other party. It happens with a
high frequency in all sections except the final decision pronouncement, such
as his requiring information from defendant (Table 3).
Table 3: Judge’s K2/A2 followed by defendant (Tang)’s move
S1

A.E. No.2

Judge

1

2

Tang

A.

Discourse

K.E. No.

法庭首先核实被告人的身份 fa ting shou
xian he shi bei gao ren de shen fen The court
first of all verifies defendants’ identity.

1

A2

被告人唐**, 你的出生日期 bei gao ren
Tang**, ni de chu sheng ri qi Defendant
Tang**, your date of birth?

2

A1

1994年8月16号1994 nian 8 yue 16 hao
August 16th, 1994.

K.

K2

K1

...
Judge

3

Tang
Judge
Tang

4

A2

信息一致吗 xin xi yi zhi ma Is the information 3
consistent with each other?

K2

A1

一致 yi zhi Yes, it is.

K1

A2

是否受过处分 shi fou shou guo chu fen Have
you ever received any punishment?

A1

没有 mei you No.

4

K2
K1

In Table 3, there are three exchanges with the same sequenced structure
(judge’s) A2/K2 ^ (Tang’s) A1/K1. The recurrent linguistic service of A2/K2
^ A1/K1, beginning with the judge’s demanding information and going on
with his interlocutor’s offering information, represents a typical negotiation
pattern in courtroom discourse. Such a ‘service’ feature of these apparent
knowledge exchange can be examined from another perspective of elaboration: the three exchanges are predicted by the judge’s first move via the
macro-verbal term ‘核实he shi verify’. That is, the ‘doing’ condensed in ‘核实
he shi verify’ is elaborated by the exchanges that follow.
Periodically,3 the judge’s A2/K2 moves in Table 3 are predicted by the first
move of ‘法庭首先核实被告人的身份 fa ting shou xian he shi bei gao ren de
shen fen The court first of all verifies the defendants’ identity’, which is actually the second type of linguistic service in the judge’s discourse as discussed
previously, the conflation of K1/A1.
The data show that judge’s regulative K1/A1 deals with trial procedures,
indicating the generic structure of a trial as a macro-genre (Martin, 1994;
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Martin and Rose, 2008; Martin, Zappavigna, and Dwyer, 2009), composed of
a serial of elemental genres. Each tends to have its own recurrent configurations of meaning on the account of relevant task.
Table 4: Judge’s regulative K1/A1 indicating the trial kick-off
S

A.E. NO.

A.

Discourse

Judge

1

A1

北京市朝阳区人民法院刑事审判庭现在开庭 1
Beijing shi chao yang qu ren min fa yuan xing
shi shen pan xian zai kai ting People’s court
criminal division of Chaoyang district, Beijing,
now starts its session.

2

A2

传被告人唐**,于**到庭 Chuan bei gao ren
Tang**, Yu** dao ting Take defendants Tang**
and Yu** into the court.

A1

non-verbal response4

Bailiff

K.E. NO.

K.
K1

The move ‘北京市朝阳区人民法院刑事审判庭现在开庭 Beijing shi chao
yang qu ren min fa yuan xing shi shen pan xian zai kai ting People’s court
criminal division of Chaoyang district, Beijing now starts its session’ composes an independent exchange, double coded as K1/A1 owing to the fact the
judge is doing while he is saying, indicated by the successive time conjunction
‘现在xian zai now’ and its elliptical verbal response of ‘好hao Okay’.
In the judge’s procedural discourse, successive time conjunctions are frequently explored such as ‘首先shou xian first’, ‘下面xia mian now/next’, ‘现在
xian zai now’, ‘继续ji xu continue’, ‘结束jie su end’. They organize a unique field
of institutionalized trial discourse with the regulative power to move forward
the whole trial process by predicting another field that is more informative. The
predicted field usually points to ideational contents that need to be negotiated
between different parties in the courtroom, such as legal rights/responsibilities,
case information (including defendant’s), legal evidence and legal facts.
After pronouncing the beginning of the trial ‘今天本庭依法公开审理…一
案jin tian ben ting yi fa gong kai shen li … yi an Today the court shall hear
the case of … in accordance with law’, the judge carries forward the hearing
with another regulative move K1/A1 ‘下面告知你们相关的诉讼权利 xia mian
gao zhi ni men xiang guan de su song quan li Now the court informs you of
the related litigation rights’ as illustrated in Table 5, through which the discourse field is changing from courtroom procedure to litigation rights. Moreover, it indicates the logico-semantic relation between the two different fields,
namely elaboration (Halliday, 1994, 2004; Martin, Matthiessen, and Painter,
2010). That is, what follows are details about the litigation rights. More specifically, what is forecasted in the first move via the general term of ‘相关的诉讼权
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Table 5: Judge’s K1/A1 predicting legal field
S.
Judge

A.E. No.

A.

Discourse

1

A1

下面告知你们相关的诉讼权利 xia mian gao
zhi ni men xiang guan de su song quan li Now
the court informs you of the related litigation
rights.

2

T&Y&
Defenders

K.E. No.

K.

1

K1

根据中华人民共和国刑事诉讼法第28条、第
29条、第30条, 第31条的规定, 被告人, 辩护
人对于审判员、书记员、公诉人有申请回避
的权利 geng ju zhong hua ren min gong he guo
xing shi su song fa di 28 tiao, di 29 tiao, di 30 tiao,
di 31 tiao de gui ding, bei gao ren, bian hu ren dui
yu shen pan yuan, shu ji yuan, gong su ren you
shen qing hui bi de quan li According to Article
28, Article 29, Article 30 and Article 31 of the
People’s Republic of China’s Criminal Procedure
Law, defendants and defenders have the right
of applying for the withdrawal of judge, court
clerk, prosecutor.

=K1

如果你方认为上述人员跟本案有利害关系，
可能影响对案件的公正审理，可以申请上述
人员回避 ru guo ni fang ren wei shang shu ren
yuan gen ben an you li hai guan xi, ke neng ying
xiang dui an jian de gong zheng shen li ke yi shen
qing shang shu ren yuan hui bi If you think the
above personnel have interests in this case,
may affect the fair hearing of the trial, you can
apply for their withdrawal.

=K1

A2

被告人、辩护人是否听清楚了 bei gao ren,
bian hu ren shi fou ting qing chu le Defendants,
defenders, are you clear?

A1

听清楚了 ting qing chu le Yes, I am.

2

K2

K1

利xiang guan de su song quan li related litigation rights’ is illustrated with concrete legal provisions in the second move. And then, a third move is employed
to paraphrase these provisions, suggesting another relation of elaboration, also
marked with ‘=’. In this way, the judge’s negotiation in Table 5 begins with a
move complex (Ventola, 1987; Martin and Rose, 2007: 245–246), expanded
from the regulative move K1/A1, and foreshadows the later negotiating points
between the judge and his interlocutor in exchange No. 2. Its move sequence is
K2 ^ K1 (or A2 ^ A1 when the feature of linguistic service is foregrounded).
While the judge’s K1/A1 move often relates to trial procedures with clear
successive time conjunctions, there are occasions in which the K1/A1 is not
so procedural or routinized.
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Table 6: Judge’s non-procedural K1/A1
A.E. No.

A.

Judge

S.

1

A1/[A2]

Tang

2

A1

Judge

3

A1/[A2]

Prosecutor

4

A1

...

5

A1

审判员, 对被告人唐**的讯问暂时至
此 shen pan yuan, dui bei gao ren Tang**
de xun wen zan shi zhi ci Judge, the
interrogation to defendant Tang** stops
temporality at this point.

A2f

好 hao Ok.

Judge

Discourse
被告人唐**可以坐下 bei gao ren Tang**
ke yi zuo xia Defendant Tang** may sit
down.

K.E. No.

K.

1

K1

2

K1

3

K1

non-verbal response
公诉人，对被告人唐** 可以开始讯
问gong su ren, dui bei gao ren Tang** ke
yi kai shi xun wen Prosecutor, you may
begin to question defendant Tang**.

K2f

Based on our previous explanation, the conflations of K1/A1 in the judge’s
discourse in Table 6 are not so procedural, since they concern the permission
of other party’s action in the court, reflected by the modal expression ‘可以
ke yi may’ in declarative, which leaves dialogic space for the negotiation of
certain proposal involved in the discourse from the perspective of engagement (Martin and White, 2005), but with little chance to be challenged due
to its contractive nature.
The moves in knowledge exchanges No. 1 and No. 2 (right column) belong
to linguistic service for the same reason as we have referred to (Ventola, 1987:
90) – their potential response, i.e., the optional K2f in the two knowledge
exchanges, is either the verbal ‘好hao Okay’ or non-verbal nodding. This
optional response indicates the exchange’s ‘action’ feature ‘what I am doing is
to tell you that you may …’.
The point is that Tang or the prosecutor’s following action move (left
column) is not part of the linguistic service. They respectively fall into a new
action exchange (No. 2 and No. 4, left column), offering the required goodsand-services as primary actor (A1 move). Such an action is demanded by its
previous discourse from the judge. That means the judge does not only tell
Tang or the prosecutor the permission, but also initiates an action exchange
in which the judge functions as secondary actor (A2 move). The coding is layered – first the judge’s K1 move is conflated with his A1 move (K1/A1) within
the same exchange, and then the A1 move is conflated with the judge’s A2
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move (A1/A2) in a new exchange. A square bracket is used for the A2 move to
show this layer difference.
The complete procedural alternative of the above non-procedural one is
also found in the judge’s discourse, such as ‘下面由控辩双方举证质证 xia
mian you kong bian shuang fang ju zheng zhi zheng Now is the cross-examination between the prosecuting and the defending parties’. Similarly, along
with the linguistic service coded as K1/A1, there exists the conflation of A1/
[A2], because the move simultaneously invites other party’s action response
(here the prosecutor and the defender).
In a word, with the feature of linguistic service, the judges’ knowledge
move in criminal trials in China is conflated with the action move in two
ways, K2/A2 and K1/A1. The recurrent pattern K2/A2 in discourse is always
predicted by the conflation of K1/A1 through condensed verbalization or
semiotic entity. Within K1/A1, the A1 move may also conflate with an A2
move that initiates another exchange when the judge is instructing other’s
performance in court.

Ellipsis of moves
It happens that a judge in a Chinese criminal trial may sometimes leave out
his own move or cause the other party’s move to be omitted.
Table 7: Move ellipsis (of judge)
S.

A.E. NO.

A.

Prosecutor

Tang

K.E. NO.

K.

1

K1

2

K2

…
1

A2

对此, 也再次提请法庭注意 dui ci,
ye zai ci ti qing fa ting zhu yi For this, I
intend to draw the court’s attention
again.

2

A15

公诉人答辩暂时至此 gong su ren da
bian zan shi zhi ci The prosecutor’s
reply temporarily ends at this point.

(A1) (verbal/non-verbal response)

Judge
Judge

Discourse

3

A2

被告人唐**, 你是否有新的辩解bei
gao ren Tang**, ni shi fou you xin de
bian jie Defendant Tang**, do you have
any new excuse?

A1

...

K1

In Table 7, the word ‘提请 ti qing draw attention’ in the prosecutor’s first
move is field-specific, employed to propose, request or suggest to the judicial
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department by the inferiors. It indicates the A2 move in action exchange (No.
1, left column), which means requiring services from the judge. For a complete action exchange there is a need of an obligatory A1 move. However, the
table reveals that instead of responding as expected, the judge starts a new
exchange to the accused Tang; the initiation move is a K2/A2 that questions
whether Tang has new excuses for what he has done.
Apart from the ellipsis of the judge’s own obligatory move in an exchange,
the other party’s move that is obligatory for an exchange may also be left out.
Table 8: Move ellipsis (of defendant)
S.

Discourse

K.E. No.

K.

Judge

你们在警队的自愿性与真实性有意见吗 ni men zai jing
dui de zi yuan xing yu zhen shi xing you yi jian ma Do you
have any objection on your willingness at the police
station and the authenticity of what happened there?

1

K2

Defendants

没有 mei you No.

Judge

都没有意见, 是吧 dou mei you yi jian, shi ba You both
have no objection, do you?

Defendants

(verbal/non-verbal response)

Judge

两位辩护人, 是否有异议 liang wei bian hu ren, shi fou
you yi yi Two defenders, do you have any objection?

Defenders

没有 mei you No.

K1

Judge

嗯 en Ok.

K2f

K1
2

K2
(K1)

3

K2

The judge in Table 8 begins his interaction with a polar interrogative, as a
K2 move in the knowledge exchange structure, followed by the defendants’
response, the obligatory K1. They sequence to compose a complete exchange:
K2 ^ K1. For there are two defendants involved in this case, the judge goes on
with a typical Chinese tag question ‘… 是吧shi ba do you’ to clarify whether
both of them have no opinion toward the current issue. To invite the addressee’s response, the tag question is chosen by the judge here. However, after this
he does not leave an appropriate time for the defendants to answer; in fact he
turns to the other party (i.e., the two defenders) with a new exchange (No. 3).
The same situation occurs to the defenders as well as the prosecutor, details
of which will not be covered here.

Knowledge building: From K1(s) to K2
Knowledge building in our study refers to the judge’s paving the way for
his ultimate intentional negotiation by first exchanging other related
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information. It resembles tracking in the ideational content, but with a different status. Tracking refers to those dependent moves, which clarify in a
certain way the ideational content of what is being negotiated (Martin and
Rose, 2007: 242). It occurs when one party may not be clear about what
is being discussed, and won’t make the move predicted by the structure
potentials until they get things sorted out through wh-phrase, partial repetition (Martin and Rose, 2007: 241–243). Knowledge building is beyond a
single exchange, pointing to kind of rhetorical semantic relation between
exchanges, similar to Result in Rhetorical Structure Theory (Thompson and
Mann, 1987). It reveals the periodicity of the speaker’s discourse organization. In practical terms, knowledge building here deals with the developmental informative exchanges initiated by the judge for a purposeful
clarification of some crucial information concerning the current trial based
on what have been negotiated previously.
The judge’s knowledge building results from the peculiarity of his listeners: he establishes required knowledge for his direct interlocutor, especially
the accused with little legal knowledge, as well as for the audience (e.g. the
public who attends the hearing). In other words, the building of knowledge
from the judge in the court is happening in an active rather than a passive
way, with the judge’s intention to give necessary information to his interlocutor, and to show the public a detailed and clarified picture of the trial. From
what the analysis manifests, in this process there is a transition of the judge’s
speech role from K1(s) to K2.
Table 9 illustrates the interaction between the judge and the two defendants
Tang and Yu. It is noted that, all the moves in exchange No.1 are declarative,
realizing the speech function of a statement, which functions as K1 move in
the exchange structure. Composing a move complex, they unfold dynamically through expansion, mainly extension and enhancement, respectively
signaled with ‘+’ and ‘×’ (Halliday, 1994, 2004). The first K1 move is the cause
of applying summary procedure (in the second K1 move); then the third K1
move extends the current information by adding something new – the possible result of such a procedure; and finally the fourth K1 move adjusts the
expectancy. The four moves are put into one move slot in the exchange structure, step by step informing Tang and Yu of the detailed contents with regard
to applying summary procedure including the reason and the possible results
in different situations. Viewed from discourse semantics (Martin and White,
2005; Martin and Rose, 2007), the expansion co-patterns with the choices
from internal conjunction, like ‘鉴于jian yu since’, ‘但是dan shi but’ and
the omitted condition ‘如果ru guo if ’, and with the engagement resources
regulating the dialogic space between the judge and the defendants, such as
the dialogic expansive ‘根据…的建议geng ju…de jian yi on the advice of’, ‘可
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Table 9: Knowledge building (to defendant)
S.

Discourse

Judge

被告人, 鉴于你们均自愿认罪 bei gao ren, jian yu ni men
jun zi yuan ren zui Defendants, since you both confessed
voluntarily?

K.E. No.

K.

1

×K1

根据庭前公诉机关的建议, 法庭现决定本案适用简易
程序审理 gen ju ting qian gong su ji guan de jian yi, fa ting
xian jue ding ben an shi yong jian yi cheng xu shen li on the
advice of the public prosecution before the court, the
court now determines the summary procedure shall be
applied to this case.

K1

适用简易程序, 你们可能会判处有罪 shi yong jian yi
cheng xu, ni men ke neng hui pan chu you zui If summary
procedure is applied, you may be convicted.

+K1

但是法庭会考虑本案的具体事实、量刑情节、以及你们
的认罪态度对你们从轻处罚 dan shi fa ting hui kao lv ben
an de ju ti shi shi, liang xing qing jie, yi ji ni men de ren zui tai
du dui ni men cong qing chu fa But the court shall consider
the specific facts, the circumstances of the case, as well as
your attitude towards the guilt to lessen your punishment.

×K1

被告人，你们听清楚了吗 bei gao ren, ni men ting qing chu
le ma Defendants, are you clear now?
T&Y

听清楚了 ting qing chu le Yes, I am.

Judge

是否同意适用简易程序 shi fou tong yi shi yong jian yi
cheng xu Do you approve the application of summary
procedure?

T&Y

同意/是 tong yi /shi Yes, I do.

+2

K2
K1

×3

K2

K1

能会ke neng hui may’ and lastly the dialogic contractive ‘法庭现决定fa ting
xian jue ding the court now determines’, ‘但是dan shi but’, ‘法庭会fa ting hui
the court shall’. The co-choices from different language systems make the
judge’s discourse reasonable and amicable to the audience.
To clarify whether the two defendants are clear about the contents contained in the above K1(s), the judge further begins a new exchange with K2
move and puts the defendants in the position of primary knowers, i.e., as K1
move in the knowledge exchange No. 2. Until now, the judge has finished his
knowledge building. Then we notice that after getting a positive response the
judge specially sorts out ‘summary procedure’ with a new exchange (No. 3)
to achieve his final negotiating goal – the defendants’ attitude towards applying summary procedure. As the logico-sematic relation found in the four K1s
in exchange 1, this kind of relation also exists between different exchanges
in Table 9. Exchange 2 extends exchange 1 by extension (marked with ‘+’)
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to show the defendants’ clear perception about the knowledge established;
then exchange 1 and exchange 2 cause and pave the way for exchange 3 via
enhancement (marked with ‘×’).
From the data, the judge’s knowledge building occurs not only when he
is interacting with defendant/defender but also with prosecutor, and his
knowledge building toward prosecutor is in a simpler way, with fewer moves/
exchanges involved.
Table 10: Knowledge building (to prosecutor)
S.

Discourse

Judge

如果你要进行讯问的话, 你是要进行单独的讯问 ru
guo ni yao jin xing xun wen de hua, ni shi yao jin xing
dan du de xun wen If you are going to interrogate, it
is the case that you are required to have a separate
interrogation.

Prosecutor

嗯, 可以 en, ke yi Ok.

Judge

需要讯问是不是 xu yao xun wen shi bu shi You need
to interrogate, right?

Prosecutor

需要 xu yao Yes.

K1

Judge

好 hao Ok.

K2f

...

K.E. No.

K.

1

K1

K2f
+2

×3

K2

K1

The discourse in Table 10 is the negotiation between the judge and the
prosecutor. As the data shows, the exchanges are developing more directly
toward the final negotiated target, going straight with a single knowledge
move with the status of K1 to adjust or guide the prosecutor’s potential
thinking about interrogation, which is indicated by the Chinese emphatic
expression ‘是 shi is’. This unique term in this situation implies the metanegation of the opposite side of the current positive proposition. Later, the
judge makes further efforts to clarify the prosecutor’s confirmation about
interrogation.
It is easy to find that the judge’s change of speech role from the K1 move to
the K2 move to the prosecutor is more direct than that to the defendants. The
exchange development here reflects the similar logico-semantic relation as
that in Table 9, with exchange 2 extending exchange 1 and exchange 3 being
the result of the previous two exchanges, which may be explicitly reflected by
the expression like in that way.
In short, a judge’s knowledge building in a Chinese court is represented in
his speech role change – from K1(s) to K2. K1(s) always involves professional
knowledge, vital to the current trial stage; K2 together with the potential
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interlocutor’s K1, the further step of clarification to K1(s), lays the base for
judge’s final negotiation goal, which virtually is the focus of discourse, or the
hyper or macroNew in terms of periodicity (Martin and Rose, 2007: 193–
199). The knowledge building process serves to bring out such new information naturally.

Negotiation and judges’ roles in Chinese courtrooms
In SFL, language is modeled as a stratified semiotic resource with three strata
of phonology, lexicogrammar and discourse semantics at different levels of
abstraction (Halliday, 1994; Martin and White, 2005; Martin, 2016). Following Hjelmslev’s distinction between connotative and denotative semiotics, Martin (1992, 1997, 2016; Cranny-Francis and Martin, 1993) further
develops the concept of context in SFL, contextualizing linguistics resources
with respect to the systemic categories of field, tenor and mode, comprising the stratum of register and ‘correlating with metafunctions in the proportion that ideational is to field as textual is to mode as interpersonal to
tenor’ (Martin and White, 2005: 27). The integration of field, tenor and mode
choices is defined or disposed by the other contextual stratum of genre, a
staged goal-oriented social process.
Along this hierarchy of stratification, the patterns of negotiation instantiated in discourse have great significance to the interpersonal category
within a higher stratum of register – i.e., tenor, as Halliday states:
Tenor of discourse refers to who is taking part, to the nature of the participants,
their statuses and roles: what kinds of role relationship obtain among the participants, … both the types of speech roles that they are taking on the dialogue and the
whole cluster of socially significant relationships in which they are involved. (Halliday and Hasan, 1989: 12)

By and large, judges’ negotiation patterns reveal the way in which a judge
shows his powerful status and accomplishes his social roles conditioned in
the institutionalized legal context.

Move conflation and the judge as a powerful facilitator
In negotiation, action exchange is the exchange of proposal, realized by
imperative in a congruent way and related to command or offer in terms of
speech function; knowledge exchange is about proposition, congruently realized by indicative mood and related to the speech function of question or
statement. The analysis reveals that the judge’s discourse is of great regulation and organizes the social practice of the Chinese criminal trial through
generic and exchange structures.
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First of all, with genre being a staged and goal-oriented social process
(Martin, 1984, 1994; Martin and Rose, 2008), judges’ discourses in Chinese
criminal trials contribute to the trials’ generic structure, because most of them
are procedural and routinized, as K1 move to inform what happens next.
Within these procedural K1 moves, a large quantity of information is packaged through different grammatical devices, for example a semiotic entity
like ‘法庭调查fa ting diao cha court investigation’ , ‘法庭辩论fa ting bian lun
court debate’, or semiotic action like ‘核实被告人身份 he shi bei gao ren shen
fen verify the defendants’ identity’, ‘继续举证 continue to proof’. Along the
development of trial discourse, this packed information is further elaborated.
These semiotic entities or actions are related to the trial discourse’s periodicity, showing its method of development in terms of field construing. That is,
a judge’s procedural discourse regulates the meaning configurations in each
elemental genre on account of its specific task. This regulative power of a
judge’s discourse is reflected in the conflation of knowledge move with action
move (K1/A1) from the perspective of negotiation.
It also happens that a judge’s regulative discourse may be not so routinized
as has been mentioned with successive conjunctions like ‘首先shou xian first
of all’, ‘下面 xia mian next’, but related to courtroom permission particularly
realized by ‘可以 ke yi may’, for instance:
Example (4):
被告人唐**的辩护人, 可以发表辩护意见
bei gao ren Tang** de bian hu ren, ke yi fa biao bian hu yi jian
Defender of defendant Tang**, you may express the defending opinion.

In this situation, ‘可以keyi may’ has the regulative power of encouraging or
inviting other party to start their performance. It is different from that in
pure informative discourses, such as:
Example (5):
到案后如实供述自己的罪行, 可以认定自首
dao an hou ru shi gong su zi ji de zui xing, ke yi ren ding zi shou
For they confess their crime truthfully, they may be identified as the surrendered.

And then, the second form of move conflation K2/A2 in the judge’s discourse is observed when the judge is questioning. The recurrent patterns of
(judge’s) K2/A2 ^ (other party’s) K1/A1 shows the judge’s discourse power
in the exchange, always being the exchange initiator. Judge’s K2 move is frequently realized by polar interrogative, which gives the other interlocutor
little chance of expressing his or her own ideas.
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Example (6):
针对刚才的辩护意见，公诉人是否有补充意见
Zhen dui gang cai de bian hu yi jian, gong su ren shi fou you bu chong yi jian
To the defending opinion, do prosecutors have a second view？

In (6), the judge initiates the exchange with K2 move, using a typical Chinese
affirmative-negative question ‘是否shi fou yes or not’, which greatly restricts
the scope of the required response. That means, the prosecutor can only
respond with ‘有you yes’ or ‘没有mei you no’.
In questioning, the positions of questioner and respondent respectively
indicate certain rights and obligations (Thornborrow, 2001). This relation of
right and obligation is reflected much more obviously in a judge’s discourse
with the recurrent patterns of K2/A2 than in everyday conversation. When
it is a judge’s right to enquire necessary details to ensure a smooth trial, it is
the other party’s obligation to offer a demanded answer, a true answer in fact.
That means the regulative power of K2/A2 has nothing to do with the generic
elements and is the result of a judge’s defined higher status or power in the
court.
And finally, as the data reveals the question-answer discourse pattern
between the judge and his interlocutor, i.e., a serial of K2/A2 ^ K1/A1, is predetermined or predicted by the judge’s regulative discourse of K1/A1 via
semiotic entity or semiotic action. Therefore, move conflation in the judge’s
discourse, either the generic K1/A1 or the non-generic K2/A2, reflects an
important social role of the judge as a powerful facilitator to push forward
the trial development as well as clarify information that is crucial to the trial.

Move ellipsis and the judge as a discourse controller
Move ellipsis is another distinct negotiation feature found in the judge’s discourse. It construes the judge’s higher power status in the Chinese courtroom
from the perspective of discourse control.
As it is shown, the judge in a Chinese courtroom may omit his interlocutor’s responding move, leaving no response time to them. The omitted
move sometimes is even the obligatory one according to Martin’s exchange
structure, either action or knowledge exchange. This phenomenon reflects
the unbalanced social relationship between the judge and the other parties
in a Chinese court, related to the interpersonal contextual register variable
of tenor, with the dimensions of status and solidarity (Halliday and Hasan,
1989; Martin and Rose, 2008).
With context in SFL being modeled as an additional stratum of meaning, as patterns of linguistic patterns (Halliday, 2002/2005: 255–256), the
move ellipsis in the judge’s negotiation with his interlocutor reflects the
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‘reciprocity’ of choice, a critical principle for status outlined by Poynton
(Martin and White, 2005; Martin and Rose, 2008): social subjects of equal
status construe equality for their having access to and employing the same
kinds of choices, whereas those of unequal status make choices of different
categories.
In this study, the reciprocity of choice is realized by the move ellipsis in
an extreme way. The party with lower status in the courtroom, whoever they
are, the defendant, the defender or the prosecutor, has no choice but to engage
in the current exchange. It is always the judge who initiates an exchange and
the judge who makes it come to an end without the required obligatory move.
Such non-reciprocal choice is observed in the judge’s occasional omission of
his own obligatory move. Different from the previous case in which other
party’s move omission is made passively by the judge, the latter is the result
of the judge’s positive choice. In both cases, the judge is the dominating side
and others are the deferring side.
Thus, in a Chinese court the social relation between the judge and the
others is unbalanced, with the judge being the exchange controller in a higher
status to take up discourse choices, either omitting his own move or making
others’ move omitted.

Knowledge building and judge as a conscientious knower
Legal discourse refers to a category of verbal communication found in legal
contexts. It is not a scholarly tradition or a set of regulating practices, but
influenced by the overall legal context of which the scholarly tradition and
the regulating practices are a part (Heffer, 2005: 4).
Although the legal context in Heffer’s legal-lay discourse is different from
that of our current concerns owing to the different legal systems, the legal
discourses in these two contexts share the same characteristic of vertical
discourse (Bernstein, 1999). For vertical discourse, two kinds of knowledge
structure are differentiated, hierarchical and horizontal (Bernstein, 1999:
161–162). Hierarchical knowledge structure is ‘coherent, explicit and systematically principled structure, hierarchically organised’ and ‘attempts to create
very general propositions and theories’; whereas horizontal knowledge structure is defined as ‘a series of specialised languages with specialised modes
of interrogation and criteria for the construction and circulation of texts’,
such as the disciplines of the humanities and social sciences. In this way, the
judge’s discourse is a kind of vertical discourse with a horizontal knowledge
structure.
The judge’s discourse in a Chinese court is a specialized language with
specialized modes not only in term of routinized discourse concerning
trial procedure, but of knowledge exchange pointing to the contextual ideational dimension of field, particularly when the judge is negotiating with the
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defendant, in most cases a layperson short of legal knowledge including legal
norms, legal relations and so on. To establish such required knowledge for a
layperson, the discourse chosen by the judge in this situation is with distinctive structure: representing himself as a primary knower (K1). His conscientious representation of knower in our current consideration is discursively
achieved by way of move change from K1(s) to K2 as we have discussed in the
previous section.

Conclusion
As an appliable linguistics, a linguistics whose theories have the potential
to be applied (Matthiessen, 2012), SFL has strong social accountability. It
‘has been a source of insight in forensic work’ (Matthiessen, 2009: 40), and
empowers researchers to address problems in the legal context. Within its
framework, the present study focuses on the discursive construction of the
judge’s roles in the Chinese courtroom from the perspective of negotiation,
how the judge’s social roles defined by the Chinese criminal court are realized through the patterns of his speech role assigned in the exchange with
other parties.
On the whole，three exchange patterns are generalized from the judge’s
discourse. First is the move conflation, that is the judge’s knowledge move is
always conflated with the action move, indicating its regulating functions.
Second is the move ellipsis, which refers to the observation that the judge
sometimes leaves out his primary move or makes the other party’s primary
move omitted. Lastly is knowledge construction with the move change from
K1(s) to K2. They respectively construe a unique social role for the judge in
the institutionalized context of a Chinese criminal trial, as a powerful facilitator, a discourse controller, and a conscientious knower.

Notes
1. For the convenience of table representation, later we use abbreviated expressions to
refer the table column content: S for Speaker, A.E. for action exchange, A. for action move, K.E.
for knowledge exchange, and K. for knowledge move.
2. Numbers are used to indicate exchanges for an easy reference in text: Numbers on the
left side refer to action exchange (A.E.) and those on the right side to knowledge exchange (K.E.).
3. According to Martin’s periodicity system (Martin and Rose, 2007), macroTheme in
discourse predicts what follows up.
4. Non-verbal response means responding not with words but with action, and more
details can refer to Halliday (1994).
5. The conflation of knowledge move with action move (linguistic service) is also observed
within the prosecutor’s discourse, but not as frequent and various as that in the judge’s.
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